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ABSTRACT

Due to its excellent ability in learning features from large scale raw data, deep learning (DL) has attracted much attention for encrypted traffic classification. However, most DL-based traffic classifiers usually rely on enormous labeled samples. Motivated by this, we investigate a self-supervised traffic classifier (FLAG) without sacrifice of identification accuracy, only depending on small labeled traffic samples and highly available unlabeled traffic samples. Specifically, focusing on local short-term characteristics of traffic, we design a preprocessing algorithm, termed as N-phrase Extraction, to convert unlabeled raw traffic dataset into sequences of high-frequency phrases as input of Bidirectional Encoder. On account of their significance, potential timing characteristics from input sequences are mined by Bidirectional Encoder and embedded into robust representations with distributed vectors to enhance classifier’s performance significantly. Our comprehensive experiments indicate FLAG can achieve 98.65% in 100% of dataset and 98.07% in 10% of dataset in terms of true positive rate in UNB ISCX VPN-nonVPN dataset, which are better than p-FP, FS-Net and Deep Packet.

1 INTRODUCTION

Network traffic classification is playing an increasingly significant role in network optimization applications. An accurate classifier for network traffic will contribute to traffic engineering to improve network performance and quality-of-service. However, encryption procedure turns raw flows into a pseudo-random-like format [12], which poses considerable challenge for traffic classification.

Existing traffic classification methods can be divided into three categories: rule-based methods, statistical learning methods and deep learning (DL) based methods. With the increasing adoption of dynamic assignments in new application, rule-based methods do not work well due to their dependence on deterministic rules and expert knowledge [17][16]. Especially with the development of traffic encryption technologies, it is extremely difficult to construct rules for encrypted traffic by domain knowledge. Traditional statistical learning methods rely heavily on statistical or time series features extracted by humans, but how to design an effective traffic feature set is still an open question.

Inspired by recent improvement of artificial intelligence, DL provides a way to traffic identification [2][20]. DL methods can extract high-level features automatically for traffic classification by learning the raw input layer by layer, without constructing features based on domain knowledge [3]. With sufficient datasets and computing resources, DL-based encrypted traffic classifiers employing common DL algorithms, such as SAE and CNN [1], can already achieve good performance. However, as users’ awareness of privacy protection increases, it is always time-consuming to obtain sufficient data with ground-truth label for training DL models in most network scenarios, resulting in a poor performance and unexpected behaviors of some apps with the increase of training time [19]. Thus, a robust DL-based classifier without the demand of large-quantity labeled data needs to be designed urgently.

In this paper, FLAG is proposed to classify encrypted traffic. It can be divided into four modules: Data Processing, Phrase Expanding, Bidirectional Encoder and Finetuning. Specifically, Raw flows in pcap format are transferred into bytecodes during Data Processing. N-phrase Extraction is used in Phrase Expanding to reconstruct training samples in
Traffic classification is mainly to identify different categories of traffic and extract meaningful phrases as new features from unlabeled dataset. It traverses unlabeled flows to count frequency of each N-phrase (N = 1, 2, 3) and convert raw flows using Greedy Algorithm. Then, BERT [4] is used in Bidirectional Encoder to embed traffic data into dense vector form for pre-training, in which Transformer [18] Encoder digs deep and robust sequence features. In addition, dynamic masking technology [10] is applied to improve Bidirectional Encoder, thereby enhancing the performance of trained vector. Finally, softmax layer is added in Finetuning module to fine-tune the whole model for supervised learning, so that the whole model can be applied to our classification task.

Compared to previous work, small labeled samples and highly available unlabeled samples are used for training with significant improvements in performance. We summarize our contributions as follows.

1. FLAG is an end-to-end traffic classification solution for encrypted traffic, which independently learns vital features and contextual information from traffic, without requiring expert knowledge for feature extraction.

2. Self-supervised learning is used to extract informative phrases and generate robust and high-quality flow representations, so that FLAG can achieve high accuracy with small labeled samples and sufficient unlabeled samples.

3. Compared with other work, we carried out encrypted traffic classification work on UNB ISCX VPN-nonVPN dataset and achieved breakthroughs in various indicators regardless of whether labeled data is sufficient.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the preliminaries. Section 3 introduces the model we proposed, namely FLAG. Section 4 conducts comprehensive experiments between FLAG and current models. We have carried out detailed experiments and analysis on various indicators. Section 5 summarizes the paper and introduces possible future work directions.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first define the traffic classification problem we need to solve. Then we briefly introduce the Transformer framework and self-attention mechanism.

2.1 Problem Definition

Traffic classification is mainly to identify different categories of network traffic. Assume that there are N samples and C classes in our dataset. The kth sample can be represented as \( x_k = (t_1^k, t_2^k, ..., t_{n_k}^k) \), where \( n_k \) is the length of the kth sequence and \( t_p^k \) is the packet value in time step i. We are going to build an end-to-end model \( \psi(x_p) \) to predict a label \( \hat{A}_p \) that is exactly the real label \( A_p \). Our dataset can be represented as \( D = \{(x_1, A_1), (x_2, A_2), ..., (x_N, A_N)\} \).

Our proposal is first pretrained on a large number of unlabeled flows and subsequently fine-tuned using labeled flows.

2.2 Transformer Network

The Transformer network [18] is one of the most popular neural networks to model sequences, which consists of Encoder and Decoder. Transformer uses the attention mechanism to replace LSTM [5] and Positional Encoding to solve the word order problem. It has made huge breakthroughs in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Transformer is an Encoder-and-Decoder architecture. The encoder consists of \( N = 6 \) individual layers. Each layer has two sub-layers, one is multi-head mechanism layer and another is position-wise fully connected feed-forward layer. Residual connection and layer normalization are connected between each two sub-layers. That is, the output of sub-layers is LayerNorm(x + SubLayer(x)). The decoder also consists of \( N = 6 \) individual layers. However, there is a third sub-layer in decoder which performs multi-head attention over the output of the encoder stack.

2.3 Attention Mechanism

A simple encoder-and-decoder model won’t focus on different features when predicting results, which means each feature has the same contribution. Attention [18] mechanism can focus on some important raw features in order to generate high-quality sequences.

The Attention mechanism is essentially an addressing process. Given a task-related “Query” vector, it calculates the Attention Value by calculating the attention distribution of vector “Key” and attaching it to vector “Value”. Actually, an attention function is a set of key-value pairs. To specific, the attention function of Transformer network is “Multi-Head Attention”, which contains several attention heads to allow each head to focus on different features. The formula of multi-head attention mechanism is as follows:

\[
Q_i = QW^Q_i, K_i = KW^K_i, V_i = VW^V_i, i = 1, ..., n
\]

\[
\text{head}_i = \text{softmax}(\frac{Q_iK_i^T}{\sqrt{d_k}})V_i, i = 1, ..., n
\]

\[
\text{MultiHead}(Q, K, V) = \text{Concat}(\text{head}_1, ..., \text{head}_n)W^0
\]

where \( n \) denotes the number of heads, \( W \) is the weight vector of training models, and \( Q, K \) and \( V \) are the vector “Query”, “Key” and “Value” respectively.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we will introduce our proposed end-to-end model FLAG in detail. The architecture of FLAG can be seen in Figure 1, which can be divided into four phases.
3.1 Data Processing

The dataset we use (ISCXVPN2016) \cite{7} is captured at data-link layer. It consists of labeled network traffic, including full packets in pcap format. Considering that data preprocessing is not the focus of our paper, our preprocessing method is similar to (Mohammad et al. 2020) \cite{12} and we make certain adjustments. The specific process is as follows.

1. Ethernet headers are removed since they are useless for classification task.
2. Zeros are injected to the end of UDP segment’s headers to make them equal length with TCP headers.
3. IP is masked and irrelevant packets are removed.
4. Raw packets are converted into bytes. Unlike (Mohammad et al. 2020)\cite{12}, we do not limit the length of bytecodes.

3.2 Phrase Expanding

For Bidirectional Encoder, we need to generate a phrase dictionary \( W \) corresponding to the flows. A simple method is to use bytecodes in raw flows as a dictionary. However, this dictionary only has 256 kinds of phrases. With such a small number of phrases, it is difficult for our Bidirectional Encoder to learn enough useful representations. Therefore, N-phrase Extraction Algorithm is proposed to expand the phrase dictionary.

N-phrase Extraction can extract informative byte phrases through the unlabeled dataset. It is used to convert raw flows into sequences composed of n-phrases (\( n = 1, 2, 3 \)) where \( n \) is the length of the phrase in bytes. Consider the whole dataset, the frequency of a phrase \( g_t \) is \( f(g_t) \). A phrase dictionary \( D = \{ g_1, g_2, ..., g_m \} \) contains all of these n-phrases, where \( m \) is a parameter to control the length of our dictionary. To specific, our task is to discover \( m \) informative phrases to fill in our dictionary. With such a dictionary, we can build a mapping which map raw flows to sequences composed of n-phrases. By traversing the unlabeled flow in unlabeled dataset, the \( m \) phrases with the highest frequency can be added to the dictionary. Each phrase in the dictionary has an index.

For example, the raw sequence of \( x_k \) can be represented as \( x_k = [l_{k1}, l_{k2}, ..., l_{kn}, l_{kn+1}, l_{kn+2}, ..., l_{kn+m-1}] \). We use the greedy algorithm to determine whether it is a phrase in the dictionary from left to right. If 3-phrase sequence \( g_t = [l_{k1}, l_{k2}, l_{k3}] \) is in the dictionary, then the raw sequence is transferred to \( y_k = [g_t, l_{k4}, l_{k5}, ..., l_{kn}] \). If not, we will check 2-phrase and 1-phrase sequence sequentially. The priority of each phrase is \( 3-phrase > 2-phrase > 1-phrase \). The detailed steps of proposed N-phrase Extraction are shown in Algorithm 1.

Finally, N-phrase Extraction is selected for this paper. Compared with bytecodes, N-phrase Extraction takes into account some important 2-phrase sequences and 3-phrase sequences, which considers more effective contextual information and makes the converted sequences more like sentences in natural language.

3.3 Bidirectional Encoder

Embedding is an important concept in Natural Language Processing. It is actually a function which maps original vector space into a dense and low-dimension (semantic) space. We use Bidirectional Encoder \cite{4} to better embed flows. Our encoder is a stack of Transformer encoder layers \cite{18} which
Algorithm 1 N-phrase Extraction

Input: Origin flow set $X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_i, \ldots, x_N\}$.

Output: Transferred flow set $Y = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_i, \ldots, y_N\}$.

Initialize the phrase dictionary $D$.

// Calculate the frequency of each phrase.
for $i = 1$ to $N$ do
  for $j = 1$ to $n_k - 2$ do
    $f_{i}^{(i-1)} \leftarrow f_{i}^{(i-1)} + 1$
    $f_{i}^{(i), j_{i+1}} \leftarrow f_{i}^{(i), j_{i+1}} + 1$
    $f_{i}^{(i), j_{i+1}, j_{i+2}} \leftarrow f_{i}^{(i), j_{i+1}, j_{i+2}} + 1$
  end for
end for

// Generate the phrase dictionary $D = \{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_m\}$.
$D \leftarrow \text{reverseSort}(D)[1:m]$

// Transfer $X$ to $Y$ according to the dictionary $D$.
for $i = 1$ to $N$ do
  $j \leftarrow 0$, $y_i \leftarrow []$ \quad // $y_i$ is a list to store transferred flow.
  while $j < \text{length}(x_i) - 2$ do
    // Using Greedy Algorithm, the priority is $3$ - phrase > $2$ - phrase > $1$ - phrase.
    if $[l_i^{(i)}, l_{i+1}^{(i)}, l_{i+2}^{(i)}] \in D$ then
      $y_i \leftarrow y_i + [l_i^{(i)}, l_{i+1}^{(i)}, l_{i+2}^{(i)}]$, $j \leftarrow j + 3$
    else
      if $[l_j^{(i)}, l_{j+1}^{(i)}] \in D$ then
        $y_i \leftarrow y_i + [l_j^{(i)}, l_{j+1}^{(i)}]$, $j \leftarrow j + 2$
      else
        $y_i \leftarrow y_i + [l_j^{(i)}]$, $j \leftarrow j + 1$
      end if
    end if
  end while
end for

consists of multiple self-attention “heads” [14]. We use a Transformer architecture with 12 layers. Each block uses 6 self-attention heads and 768 hidden dimensions.

We feed the processed unlabeled flows into Bidirectional Encoder with special tokens: \{[CLS], $g_1$, $g_2$, ..., $g_m$, [EOS]\} where $n$ is a parameter that controls the maximum sequence length during training, [CLS] is the representation of this sequence and [EOS] marks the end of the sequence.

Bidirectional Encoder uses dynamic masking technology [10] as its training task. Dynamic masking technology makes our encoder learn more from different masking scheme to enrich encoder’s represent ability. A random sample of phrases in the input sequence is selected to replace with a special token [MASK], another phrase or the phrase itself. To avoid using the same mask for each training instance in every epoch, training data is duplicated 10 times so that each sequence is masked in 10 different ways over the 40 epochs of training.

After masking, the pre-training model will try to predict the phrase that is masked or replaced. It compares predicted value with true value to calculate the loss of the model, and uses backpropagation method to update the weights of the model. Finally, thanks to the attention mechanism, the vector [CLS] can learn a robust representation of the entire flow. We can apply the vector [CLS] to the next phase.

### 3.4 Classification Layer

After Bidirectional Encoder, the vector [CLS] is feed into the classification layer for supervised learning. The previous phases have enabled the model to learn enough important characteristics of raw flows. Therefore, in the Classification Layer, we do not use complex neural networks (such as RNN [21]) but softmax layer to fine-tune our model, which can avoid the risk of overfitting and reduce the complexity of our model. The softmax function is used to generate the label distribution of $i^{th}$ sample:

$$P(x_i) = \frac{\exp(x_i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} \exp(x_j)} (i = 1, \ldots, N)$$

where $N$ is the total number of classes. We can use the output of the softmax layer to represent the probability of encrypted traffic belonging to each category and compare it with the true value. Then cross entropy function is used to calculate loss and backpropagate it to update weights.

### 4 EVALUATION

In this section, we have a brief introduction on our experimental settings. Then, we present our experiment comparison results to evaluate the efficiency of our proposed model.

#### 4.1 Experimental Settings

In this paper, we utilize a representative dataset of real-world traffic in ISCX which is rich enough in diversity and quantity [8]. According to (Mohammad, 2020) [12], it is divided into 12 traffic categories. They are Chat, Email, File Transfer, Streaming, Torrent, VoIP, VPN: Chat, VPN: Email, VPN: File Transfer, VPN: Streaming, VPN: Torrent and VPN: VoIP.

We test our FLAG using Python 3.7 and implement with TensorFlow. All of simulations were carried out on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz processor with 64 GB of memory. As for Bidirectional Encoder, we use a Transformer architecture with 6 layers. Each block consists of 6 self-attention heads and 768 hidden dimensions.

To better evaluate performance of our proposed model, True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) are used as indicators referring to [15][12]. TPR stands for the...
percentage of the flows that are rightly classified among total flows, FPR is the percentage of the flows that are wrongly classified among total flows. Fractional combination of TPR and FPR (FTF) shows the overall accuracy. These metrics are described mathematically as follows.

\[
TPR_{AVE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{C} TPR_i \cdot FlN_i, \quad (5)
\]

\[
FPR_{AVE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{C} FPR_i \cdot FlN_i, \quad (6)
\]

\[
FTF = \sum_{i=0}^{C} w_i \frac{TPR_i}{1 + FPR_i}, \quad (7)
\]

\[
w_i = \frac{FlN_i}{N}, \quad (8)
\]

where \( FlN_i \) is the number of the \( i \)th flows class and \( w_i \) is the ratio between \( FlN_i \) and the total flows number \( N \).

4.2 Results Comparison

Consider that most traffic in reality is unlabeled, 40% of the dataset has the label removed for self-supervised learning and 60% of the dataset for supervised learning. Labeled data can be divided into training set, validation set and test set according to the ratio of 6:2:2. To prevent overfitting during training, the model with the highest accuracy on verification set is selected, so as to ensure that the test set would not be touched during training process. Finally, results are shown in the test set.

Several works had been conducted on encrypted traffic classification. We compare our model with FS-Net [9], Deep packet [12] and p-FP [13], where Deep packet employed two deep neural network structures, namely stacked autoencoder (SAE) and convolution neural network (CNN) and p-FP used a basic algorithm, multi-Layer perceptron (MLP) classifier. In our work, we adopt 1) CBOW [11] and Text-CNN [6] and 2) FLAG which is expounded detailedly in section 3.

The main reason for the excellent performance of current deep learning algorithms is that they utilize large amounts of labeled data for training. Therefore, in order to verify the performance of each algorithm in the case of sufficient or insufficient labeled data, we conducted two groups of controlled experiments. The first experiment trains the whole labeled data (60% of the total dataset). And for another, we randomly sample 10% of our labeled data, which is 6% of the total dataset. Comparison results are listed in Table 1.

N-phrase Extract algorithm is innovatively utilized in CBOW and FLAG by converting raw flows into semantic sequences before pretraining. To investigate its effects on encrypted traffic classification, we conduct an ablation study, which use the same model except the use of N-phrase Extract algorithm. Fig.2 shows the ablation experiment comparison results. Experiments show that N-phrase Extraction can slightly improve the overall performance of FLAG (98.65% with N-phrase Extraction in TPR and 98.53% with bytecodes in TPR), and has obvious advantages in identifying categories with less data such as Chat and Email.

To conduct a further study on FLAG performance, normalized confusion matrixs are made to compare with FS-net on 10% labeled dataset, which is shown in Fig. 3(a) - Fig. 3(b).

Finally, we further analyze the inference delay of FLAG. In our experiment (a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti), it takes 323.37s to infer 1% datasets (5218 flows in total) on FLAG, which is acceptable as the inference delay.
Among these experiments, we can draw following conclusions from the results.

Firstly, N-phrase Extraction (used in CBOW and FLAG) can indeed generate important representations in raw flows. Ablation experiments indicate that N-phrase Extraction is an effective phrase expanding algorithm which considers contextual information of each byte, so that the sequence after phrase expansion has stronger timing characteristics and semantic richness. Secondly, FLAG always outperforms FS-Net with about 0.5% - 1.5% improvement and CBOW with about 0.4% improvement in TPR, which proves that Bidirectional Encoder can better obtain sequence representation. Finally, it is not difficult to find from the normalized confusion matrices that FLAG’s ability to recognize “Chat”, “Email” and “VPN Chat” is significantly better than FS-Net. However, FLAG still often misjudges “Chat” and “Email” as “VoIP”.

### 5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a self-supervised encrypted traffic classifier, termed as FLAG, is proposed in the small labeled sample case. Thanks to pre-training with unlabeled samples, FLAG can reduce the overhead of labeling data while ensuring high classification performances. N-phrase Extraction is designed to extract phrases with more contextual information than bytes from raw traffic data. In addition, Bidirectional Encoder is used to generate robust and high-quality vectors for fine-tuning. Experiments showed that FLAG can always achieve the best performance compared to several current models, regardless of the lack of labeled data.

In the future, more comprehensive ablation experiments will be conducted to prove each component (N-phrase Extraction, Bidirectional Encoder, etc.) contributes to the success of FLAG while the delta between FLAG and other type of methods like rule-based methods will be studied in detail. In addition, we will focus on proving the importance of each component theoretically, not just intuitively.
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